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The purpose of this study was to i▲nvestigate the relationship of the consciousness of MIkigai〃 in

"job" and the personality traits of employees by the "Y･G" personality test.

Subjects were employees in 2 enterprises in Aichi Prefecture.

The results were as'Lollows.

1) The personality type "D" was storongest in the strength of the consciousness of "Ikigai" in

"job" and type "E" was weakest.

2 ) The stability of the "emotionality"
and the "extraversion" were positively related to the strength

of the consciousness of "Ikigai"in"job".

1. lntroduction

(The co汀elation of productivity and the will to

work)

Tbe productivity in an
enterprise is determi-

ned by tbe 2 factors, i.e., the equipments for

production and the perfomance level
of emplo･

yeeS,

Theperformance level of employees is deter-

mined by the results of the interaction of their job

skills and their will
to

work.

Tbe perfomance level of employees is more

influenced by也e employees'will to work than by

their job skills because the technical innovation

has been extremely progressed in the present

society. Therefore, the most important task in the

labor management is to maintain and improve the

employees'will to
work.

(The correlation of the will
to

work and the

consciousness of "Ikigai" in "job" and in the

place of work)

In the present day the employees' will to

work is determined by the degree of the "job satis-

faction". According to the concept of Maslow(1954)

the concept of the "job satisfaction" is equal to

the concept of the "self-actualization" in the job.

The latter concept is equal to the concept of the

"Ikigai''in the job in the sense
of Japanese.

So, in Japanese employees the will
to

work is
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detemined by the degree of the consciousness of

the "Ikigai" in "job" of the employees and in their

places of work.

(The correlation of the consciousness of "Ikigai"

and the degree of the adaptation in the place of

work)

K. Horie(1978)I) demonstrated the significant

correlation of the personality traits of employees

measured by血e "Y･G" personality test and the

degree of adaptation in the place of work.

Tbe indexes of the degree of the adaptation

of employees were the kind of jobs, the status in

job, the estimation to employees'personality by

their supervisors, their popularities in the human

relations, their perfomaIICe levels, their levels of

job satisfaction, and their leadership type so on.

It is evidently predicted that the degree of the

consciousness of "Ikigai" in the job of the

employees and in their places of work are signifi-

cantly correlated to the degree of the adaptation

in their places of work.

Therefore, it is predicted that the degree of

the consciousness of "Ikigai" is co汀elated to the

personality traits of employees.

(The purpose of the present study)

The purpose of this study is toinvestigate the

relationship of the consciousness of "Ikigai" in the

job and in the place of work and thepersonality

traits of employees by the "Y･G" personality test.

In the case of the adaptation in the place of work
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the "D" type
of the personality types of the "Y-G''

test is best and the personality traits of the

emotional stability and the extraversion in the

behavior tendency show better adaptation level.

Consequently, it is predicted that the consci-

ousness of "Ikigai" in the job and in the place of

work is significantly correlated to the traits

described above.

2. Mothod

(Subj ects)

Subjects were the employees of the following

2 eI一terprises. The Company ``T" is in "Togo"

Town in Aicbi Prefecture and manufactures the

parts of
car. The Company "N" is in "Nagoya"

City and manufactures the contact lens.

Table 1 shows the contents of Ss. il一 the

enterprises, the properties, and the kind of jobs.

Table 1 Subjects
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s : SELLING; s′ : SKILL

(Procedure)

(the consciousness of "Ikigai")

The
consciousness of "Ikigai" was measured

by the following 2 methods.

① "ranking" method

Ss. were asked to rank the following 3 objects

according to the strength of the consciousness of

"Ikigai", namely, the strength of the satisfaction in

each object.

3 objects were "job", "everyday life in home
"

("home"), and "private leisure time" ("leisure").

② "rating" method

Ss. were asked
to rate on a lO･point scale the

strength of the consciousness of "Ikigai", namely,

the strength of the satisfaction in each object

(point "10" : most satisfied ; point "1" : least

satisfied).

(the persollality traits)

Tbe personality traits of Ss. were measured

by the "Y-G" personality test.

Tbis test consists of 12 scales and each scale

measures one personality trait (e.g., "depression"

tendency). 6 scales ("D", "C", "I", "N", "0", and

"Co") measure the degree of the stability of the

"emotionality". 6 scales ("Ag", "G", "R", "T", "A",

and "S") measure the degree of "extraversion".

The personality type is categorized by the

combination of "emotionality" level and
"extra-

version" level.

There are 5 types (i.e., "A", "B", "C", "D",

and "E" type) in the "Y-G" test. These types are

called super-types. Each type consists of 3 sub-

types. Therefore, there are 15 sub-types.

Table 2 Personality Type in Y-G Test
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Table 2 shows the features of each
type of 5

super-types and the relation of super-types and

sub-types.

3, Results

l ) the general tendency of the consciousness

of "Ikigai"

① tbe "ranking= method

Table 3 shows the results in the "ranking"

method. The figures in Table 3 mean the frequ-

ency with which each object of 3 objects ("job",

"home", "leisure") was chosen with the first place･

Table 4 shows the relative frequency (percentage)

of the figure in Table 3.

Table 3 Personality Type and Choice (Number of

Ss.)
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T｡ : TOTAL

From Table 4 it is evident that 26% of 500

Ss. chose "job" with the first place, 46% "bone",

and 29% "leisure".

So, the strength of the consciousness of

"Ikigai" in "home" is strongest and the strength of

that in "job'' is weakest.

② the "rating" method

Table 5 sbows the results in the "rating"

method. From table 5 it is clear that the average

score of the strength of the consciousness of

Tab一e 4 Personality Type and Choice (%)
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"Ikigai" in "job" is 6.6, that in "home" 7･7, and

that in "leisure" 7.1 with 497 Ss.

so, the strength of the consciousness of
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"Ikigai" in "bone" is strongest, and that in "job"

is weakest. These results are in accord with the

results of the "rallkig" method.

Tbe results of the present study are also in

accordwith the results in K. Horie(1981)2).

2 )the relation of the consciousness of "Ikigai"

in "job" and the personality traits

① 也e personality type

l. the "ranking" method

Table 3 shows the frequency
with which each

object was chosen with the first place in each

super-type･ Table 4 shows the relative frequency

(percentage). From the total in table 4 it is clear

that in super-type "D" the strength of the consci･

ousnes of "Ikigai" in "leisure" is weakest, but in

other 4 su㌍r･types that in "bone" is greatest and

that i□ "job" is weakest.

AIso, the degree of the strength of the

consciousness of "Ikigai" in each objects is diffe-

rent between super-types.

So,
chi･square(x2) examination was applied to

the totalin Table 3. The value of chi-square(x2-

25.00) was significant (x. 012(8)-20.09, P<.01).

So, the differences between super･types are signi･

ficant.

Next, one･pair comparisons between super-

types were performed. Table 6 shows the results.

From table 4 and 6 it is clear that the

Table 6 0ne-Pair Comparison (∬2-value)
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differences of between type "D'' and type "A",

type "C", type "E" and betweell type "B" and

type "E" are significantly different.

Consequently, it is concluded that the strength

of the consciousness of "Ikigai" in "job" is

strongest in type "D" and weakest in type "E".

2. the "ratillg" method

Table 5 sbows the average score
of the

strength of the consciousness of "Ikigai" in each

object in each super-type. In the total in table 5 it

is clear that in all types the strength of the

consciousness of "Ikigai" is strongest in "bone"

and weakest in "job".

So, in this sense there is no differe□ce

between types. But in regard to the differences

between types in the strength of the consciousness

of "Ikigai" in "job", the strength in type "D" is

strongest and that in type"E" is weakest.

Tbis results are in accord with the results of

the "ranking''metbod.

② tbe personality scale

Tbe correlation of也e strength of the consci-

ousness of "Ikigai" in "job" and the score of each

scale of 12 scales was analyzed.

Analysis was performed by the partial correト

ation coefficient. Table 7 shows the case where the

partial correlation coefficient was significant. Sign

"+" and
"-"

in table 7 mean respectively

significant "positive" and "negative" correlation.

Significallt level was 5% in Co. "N" and lO% in

Co. "T". In Co. "T" 3 kinds
of job, i.e.,

"technique", "clerical work,
"

"selling" were grou-

ped.

From table 7 the following
results is clear.

The scales having significant relation with the

strength of the consciousness of "Ikigai" in "job"

are "D", "Co", "G", "T", and "A".

Scale "D" means "depression" and scale "Co"

means "lack of cooperativeness". Both scales show

negative correlations. So, the strength of "depres-

sion''and "lack of cooperativeness" is negatively

related to the strength of the consciouslleSS Of

"Ikigai" in "job".

Scales "G", "T", and "A" mean "general

activity level", ``thinking extraversion", and

"ascendance" respectively. Scales "G" and "A"

show positive co汀elations, btlt scale "T" shows
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Table 7 Partial-Correlation
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negative correlation. So, the strength of "general

activity level" and "ascendance" is positively
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related to the strength of the consciousness of

"Ikigai" in "job", but in case of scale "T" the

relation is negative relation.

Scales "D" and "Co" belong to the "emotio･

nality" scale. Scales "G", "T", and "A" belorlg tO

the "extraversion-introversion‖ scale.

Consequently, the stavility of the "emotio-

nality" alld the "extraversion" is positively related

to the strength of the consciousness of "Ikigai" in

"job".

4. Discussion

As previously described in the results, this

study demonstrated the following facts.

1) The strength of the consciousness of

"Ikigai" in "job" is strongest the personality
type

"D" and weakest in the type "E".

2) The "emotional stability" and
"extra-

version" are positively related to the strength of

the consciousness o王"Ikigai" in "job".

In this study whether the relation between the

"Ikigai" consciousness and the persollality traits is

the correlative relation or the catlSal relation is

not clear.

Tberefore, this question remains to be resear-

cbed in future.

Moreover, the interaction effect of the perso-

nality traits and other persoIlal factor (e.gリ

"status in job") to the consciousness of "Ikigai" in

"job" is to be studied in future.
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